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Pattern Day
A day that the Transition
Year and International
students spent at the Holy
Well in Ballyheigue to
celebrate
Our
Lady’s
birthday, as is a long
lasting
tradition
in

Ballyheigue.
The
pattern
Day
in
Ballyheigue is an annual
occasion that takes place
on the 8th of September at
the grotto by the village.
Hundreds
of
pilgrims
attend the occasion every
year. A group walk from St
John’s Church in Tralee to
the mass. The Pattern
unites people through the
celebration of Our Lady’s
birthday and is unique to
Ballyheigue.
The
significance
of
the
occasion is clear by the
many
newspaper
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photographers that
attend and the vast number of
priests from surrounding
areas that help with the
celebration of the mass. The
Pattern is also important
for local
traders as it is
an outlet for them to sell
their goods.
We arrived at the Holy Well
in Ballyheigue at half past
nine so we were one of the
first groups there. We were
greeted by Mr Tom Lawlor
who is one of the chief
organisers of the day. He
gave us all stations at which
we were to go to at Communion time with our assigned priest/Minister of
the
Eucharist. Once we
were
all
one
hundred
percent
certain of what
our job was we were allowed to go and get tea and
a snack from one of the
nearby coffee vans. We
witnessed as hundreds of
people from both near and
far arrived in time for mass
at 11 o clock. We then went
to our position beside the
grotto to be ready for mass
to start. Bishop Ray Browne
came over to us and
thanked us for volunteering
and helping out. We got a
picture with him beside the
grotto by one of the many
photographers
there
to
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capture the day. Come
communion time we all
guided our
ministers to
our
assigned stations
and held up large blue
umbrellas to show people
w h e r e
t h e
communion stations were
and
to
respect
the
Eucharist. After the mass
we were given until half
past one to go down the
village to the stalls. Cora
and I got hair braids from
one of the many stalls. By
the time we had eaten and
got our hair braids our time

was up so we had to walk
briskly back to the bus to
make it on time!

Through this trip I learned
the significance of the
pattern not just to local
Ballyheigue people, but to
the surrounding areas,
traders and priests as
well. It also showed us the
importance of tradition
with
people
travelling
long distances home for
the event.
I think that this is a very
worthwhile activity as it
gave us Transition Years
our first chance to get
involved
with
the
community
in
a
familiar area. It was
brilliant fun but one thing
I would say would be that
we didn’t get enough time
at the end to go around
and browse the stalls.
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The National
Ploughing
Championships
The
National
Ploughing
Championships,
Europe’s
largest Outdoor Exhibition and
Agricultural Trade Show, saw
the most
successful
Championships last year with
more than 281,000 attendees
and over 1,500 delighted
exhibitors. The 85th National
Ploughing
Championships
took place in
Screggan,
Tullamore, County Offaly from
September 20th to 22nd 2016.
Us Transition Year and 5th Year
Agricultural Science students
attended on the first day of the
exhibition, Tuesday.
The 85th National Ploughing
Championships had a record
first day attendance on
Tuesday
the
22nd
of
September with over 100,000
attendees.
The
Ploughing
Championships are growing in
popularity each year with
attendance
numbers
sky-rocketing. The sun beamed
down on us as we wandered
the hundreds of acres of
farmland now turned into what
is almost like a mini city. There
were hundreds of stalls which
had everything from food to
farm animals to clothes and
hurleys. They also had a field
designated to an amusement
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park
which
looked
like
brilliant fun although we did
not participate. The ploughing
itself took place a bit away from
the rest of the festivities and
there were 3 fields
assigned
to it. There were
different

activities
taking
place
throughout the day such as
tractor soccer, cattle handling,
cooking
demonstrations
and talks from various people.
Upon arrival at the Ploughing
Championships we observed
that the queue was quite
significant although we were
there by half past 9 in the
morning. We were starving after
the long bus journey and so
sought out a good food stand
for breakfast which so happened
to be one where my aunt and
cousin were working in. Each of
us in our group had certain
things in mind that they wanted
to do or purchase so we went
about them first. It took us a
while to get used to the signs
and directions but we got the
hang of it after a while! The
atmosphere was electric as we
navigated our way through the
aisles and we met a few familiar
faces from surrounding schools
such
as
Mounthawk,
Presentation, The Green and
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Ballybunion. It was on all of our
lists to get one of the jerseys
from
O’Neill’s
specifically
designed for the Ploughing 2016
so we went there first. Next we
browsed the many hurley stands
including Canning and Bourke.
The queues everywhere were
ridiculously long but they were
all worth the wait! Come
around 3 o clock we were
exhausted and
eventually
found a few round bales to sit
on. We had great fun trying to
get on top of them! We were
instructed to be back at the bus
by 5 o clock sharp. We stopped
at the Barack Obama Plaza on
the way home and by then we
were ravenous!

From the experience of going to
the
National
Ploughing
Championships I realised how
serious
the
ploughing

competition itself gets. I am
used to the local ploughing
matches but as a first timer at
the
national
one
the
atmosphere
was
very
different for the ploughers. I
learned how important the
event
is
for
traders

countrywide.
It
is
an
excellent outlet for them to
sell their products and
services and is also great
advertising.
All in all I felt the day was a
great experience and it is very
important for people to
experience it at least once in
their lives.
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Explorer Course in
Cappanalea Outdoor
Education Centre
We spent 5 days in Cappanalea
Outdoor Education Centre to complete the Explorer Course and also
to bond more as a Transition Year
group.
DAY 1:
W h e n
we arrived at
Cappan a l e a
Outdoor
E d u c a t i o n c e n t re we we re
immediately stunned by the amazing
views of the surrounding hills, lakes,
streams and mountains. It was like
being on a completely different
planet. We were greeted by the
Kenmare Transition Year students
eagerly sticking their heads out the
windows of the locker area. We
struggled to gather our bags,
hurleys, blankets and pillows and
eventually hauled them and ourselves inside. We were met by our
course co-ordinator, Brian, as soon
as we set foot inside the door. He
welcomed us and the Kenmare
group and outlined to us what the
week would entail. He told us that
every activity that we would endure
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
would all be in preparation for our
expedition on Thursday. He also explained to us what the golden rules
of the centre were, such as not being allowed into other people’s
dorms. He explained to us that if
any of these golden rules were to
be broken we would be sent home
without hesitation. He told us that
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each Transition Year group would be
split in two and that these groups
would be our groups for the duration of our stay. He gave us our
dorms and gave us a quick tour of
the building explaining where the
dining room, lounge, games room,
showers and reception desk were. In
the dorm with me were Cora,
Clódagh, Ciara, Mairead and Lisa and
our dorm was called Black Stones.
We then went to check the notice
board to see what groups we were
in. I was delighted with my group. It
consisted of Clódagh, Lisa, Shane
Conway, Shane Byrne, Jose, Killian,
Jack Parker, Niall, Bryan, Keith and I.
We were shown that our group leader was Caitríona. The sun was beaming down so we decided to go outside to puck around and take in our
surroundings. We went for lunch in
the dining room and were shown by
Brian the timetable for the different
jobs to be done such as setting up
and cleaning up after meals. Everything we did was to be done in our
groups so we could already see
ahead as to how much we would
bond as a group. After lunch we were
informed that we would be going canoeing in the lake. We were delighted
because the day was so nice and
calm there wasn’t even a ripple in the
lake. We had all brought our own
swimming gear but we were given
additional gear such as wetsuits,
windbreakers, helmets and buoyancy
aids. We were also given one oar
each and had to carry it down to the
lake, a short five minute walk away.
None of us had ever canoed before
so Caitríona had to explain to us the
different techniques such as how to
turn and how to kneel in the canoe.
Although there were seats in the canoes, we were informed that it
would be easier to kneel in them because that would ensure that we
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would have the lowest possible centre of gravity to obtain maximum
stability and balance. It wasn’t a very
comfortable position, but it worked,
and none of us were going to take
the risk of doing otherwise as it
might capsize are canoe. The canoes
fitted two to three people. The person at the back was in charge because they could see everything
around. We played a series of games
first to get us used to the exercise of
canoeing. Then, Caitríona taught us
how to make a raft. A raft is where
everyone lines up their canoes so
that they are touching and parallel.
We were told that we would have to
do this if someone’s canoe capsized.
The lake water was freezing so if
people did fall in, they wo8uld be hypothermic within minutes. She
showed us the technique of how to
get the canoe to go horizontally
across our raft and how to pull people up from the water. Because of
the risk of someone’s canoe capsizing we all had to stay within three
boat lengths of each other. After we
had dealt with all those serious issues we decided to play a game of
water polo. This was great fun and
we all became pros at manoeuvring
our canoes to get the ball. At the
end we decided that we wanted to
jump in. Caitríona told us to raft up
and to share cones with each other.
We then put the spare canoe across
our raft like we had learned when
she was showing us what to do if a
boat capsized. We shoved the tip of
the spare canoe slightly over the
edge like a diving board. We were
then able to climb onto that, one by
one, and jump off the edge in to the
lake. The water was absolutely freezing! People then dragged you up
from the water back into the canoe.
We all did this a number of times
and it was great craic. After this we

canoed our boats back into the
slip and towed them back into the
shed. At this point we were all
very cold and very tired. Upon arrival back at the centre we hung
up our windbreakers and wetsuits
outside, put the helmets back in
the box, gave the oars to Caitríona
and put our shoes in the drying
room. We then went for showers
in the changing room as we were
told the ones in our room didn’t
work. After our showers we were
all re-energised and went for dinner. The dinner that evening con-

sisted of mash, veg and beef stew
and was delicious. For dessert we
got cooked peaches and cream.
That evening is when we first got
to know the Kenmare group. For
our evening activity we played man
hunt outside in the grounds. Although it was a calm night it was
still very cold so we all wrapped
up in our hats and scarves and
some people even wore their
woolly pyjamas. This activity was
really fun because while we were
looking for places to hide we kept
finding new people and it brought
us all closer as a group, including
the Kenmare people. When we
went back inside I was dying for a
cup of tea so most of us stayed in
the lounge and drank tea while
comparing notes on the day.
DAY 2: We had to get up a quarter to
eight in the morning to get ready and
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be down in the dining room on time
for dinner at half past eight. We were
informed by Caitríona that we would
be doing navigation skills as our morning activity. As it was quite windy on

this day we were told to wrap up
warm and to wear our rain gear and
hiking boots/ wellingtons. We were given giant rucksacks that would be ours
for the week. These were purple and
had multiple pockets and a waist strap
to take the pressure off of your back
when carrying a heavy load. If you did
not have waterproof gear they gave
you it and if you didn’t have sufficient
shoes you were given wellingtons. All
these items we were given had a number and this was recorded to make
sure that we all brought everything
back on the Friday. Although we had all
wrapped up in our warm clothes it was
still freezing once we started hiking up
the nearby hills. We were given a map
and compass between two or three of
us. A lot of the content that we had
learned in junior cert geography became very useful. Topics such as grid
references, map reading, contour lines
and directions were vital skills to know
for our expedition. We were taught by
Caitríona how to take a bearing. This
was a difficult concept at first but after
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a while we all got the hang of it. While I
love geography and maps, I had forgotten to bring my glasses so I wasn’t much
use for this, but at least I knew the
method. The views were unbelievable
the higher we went and we could see
the surrounding lakes and all the autumnal colours coming to life on the trees
and in the fields. Once we had reached
the top of one of the smaller mountains
we took a break and had a picnic. We
didn’t have too much in our rucksacks
so we weren’t that tired but the cold
was starting to get to us so we decided
to keep on moving and get back down
to the centre. When we reached the
centre we were the first ones back and
it was our turn to set up for lunch so
we did. For lunch this day it was soup,
sausage rolls and beans. This was delicious. After lunch we were going to be
doing camp craft. We had heard from
the group A members that this activity
was quite boring so we weren’t as excited as we were for the previous activities
when we set out for this one. The place
we did the camp craft in was a bit away
from the centre. We had to bring our
ruck sacks and we filled them with food
such as pastaria spaghetti carbonara and
curry rice. We also had to bring the 2
different kinds of tents and tranjas to
cook with. We distributed all these along
with matches, burners and water evenly
amongst ourselves so that everyone carried an equal load. Once we reached the
campsite that we were practicing on we
all sat around the unlit campfire.
Caitríona explained to us that for our
expedition we would have to collect our
own timber and light the fire ourselves.
Next she took out the tents, pegs and
poles. First she showed us how to put
up the harder 4 man tent. This one was
difficult because it had 2 layers, an inner
layer and an outer layer. But because of
this you would be less likely to get wet
in the case of rain while you were camping. The other type of tent she showed
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us was a smaller 3 man tent. This tent
was much easier to assemble and peg
out so Lisa, Clódagh and I chose this
one for the expedition, while the boys
took the more difficult 4 man tents. She
then made us practice putting up and
taking down both tents. After we had
TY

finished this she moved onto cooking.
She demonstrated how to use a tranja
and showed us how to cook some of
the food that we would have on our expedition. To our surprise the food was
actually nice. We got through everything
we had to know quite quickly so we
were then allowed to make our way
back to the centre before any other
group. For dinner on that evening we
got chicken breasts, mash, veg and gravy.
This was probably the nicest dinner of
the week. Colette was supervising us
for our evening activities. We played a
series of games mixed in with the
Kenmare group. There was a competition then between the groups and it
was really fun. We had to finish our
games early though because we had to
practice doing out a route card which
Colette would then correct for us so
we would have the actual one for our
expedition done properly. The route
card was quite difficult but we worked
as a team to get it done right. On that
night we stayed up quite late with the
Kenmare crowd in the lounge and this is
when we really got to know them.
DAY 3: On the third morning after

breakfast we told we would be
doing abseiling. We were all very
excited for this because the
Group A members had done this
on the Monday and the really enjoyed it. We did the abseiling with
Darragh and Caitríona. The place
that we did it was only a 5 minute
hike away but the view was spectacular. We were all given helmets
before we left and 5 or 6 harnesses to share between us all. Darragh demonstrated how to do it
first. We had to climb up a ladder
onto a ledge then make our way
over to Caitríona on top of the
ledge where she attached our harnesses to a rope that she controlled. Next we had to really
trust ourselves and lean backwards over the ledge and make
our way down. I got the hang of it
quite quickly and loved the technique. After we had all completed
this we got the option to do rock
climbing controlled by Darragh. I
thought that this was very good
because you had to find your own
way up to the top. We got this task
done early so we all got to do the
abseil again. The second time
round we were much more confident in ourselves and trustworthy.
After we finished this we hiked
back to the centre for lunch which
was soup and sandwiches on this
day. After lunch we did expedition
planning. This was very important
because this was where we decided what we would be bringing on
our expedition and who would be
bringing it. We all gathered with
Caitríona in a meeting room and
were given a sheet from her. On
this sheet was a list of all the possible things we could bring and
prices beside them. We were given
a budget of 50 euro. We then
made a list of all the personal
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items we all needed to bring separately such as our own food, sleeping bags and raingear. Then we made
a list of all the group items such as
the tents, tranjas and matches. We
thought that this was quite a slow
process but apparently we were
quite good at it because we also got
this task finished early. We worked
well as a team and had a vote to appoint a group leader. Jack Parker got

this position as we all felt that he
had the best leadership skills.
Caitríona then showed us how to
pack our bags so that everything
would fit in as we had a lot of luggage to bring with us. After we had
finished this we went for dinner.
This evening it was pork and it wasn’t very nice. It was because of this
we decided to order pizza from
Apache pizza. Us and the Kenmare
group got together and made a list
of who wanted what pizzas and collected the money for it. It took over
an hour for the pizzas to arrive but
we ate them much quicker! We
packed our bags in preparation for
the next day and made out our
route card which was very stressful
as we were tired. We all went to
bed feeling exhausted but excited
for our expedition the next day.
DAY 4: This was the day of our
expedition. We had to get up
earlier than usual and we ate a
big breakfast. We put on loads of
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layers of clothes so that we
wouldn’t have to carry as much in
our bags. We had divided the
things to bring such as the tranjas
and tents into our different bags
so that everyone carried an equal
load. We then made our way outside to a small bus. This would
carry both our groups to our destination in which we were to start
our hike. First the other group
were dropped off then a few
minutes later we were dropped
off. We were at the top of a small
road and Caitríona said goodbye
but also stated that she would be
keeping an eye on us from a distance. As Jack was team leader he
took control of the group. Shane
was in charge of navigation so
himself and Jack led the way. We
started our hike to the foot of Mt
Seafin. When we reached the foot
of the mountain there seemed to
be two ways that you could reach
the first lip of the mountain. One
was a path and the other was a
steeper hike but would be a
shorter distance than the path.
Jack decided that we should go
along the path because it would
be easier. However there was a
divide in the group and we ended
up splitting into two groups. By
now a dense fog had started to
come down on the mountain. I
went along the path and when we
reached the lip we decided as a
group that we should stick together from then on. We all started to make our way up the boggy
terrain which was very muddy. We
stopped for a while to have some
water and a snack and we got a a
phone call from someone in the
other group to say that Caitríona
was with them and was wondering where we were. We then
started to climb again but this
TRÍONA CURRAN
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time quicker. We met up with
Caitríona sometime later over
half way up the mountain and she
told us that she was worried
about us as there was poor visibility due to the fog. We all made
our way up the mountain together. Soon we reached a very boggy
patch and I ended up being up to
my knee in mud at one stage.
Most of us got stuck at some
stage but we all helped each other to get through it. By the time
we reached the summit we were
roasting and starving. We met up
with the other group here as they
were just about to leave the summit because they had a shorter
hike to the foot of the mountain.
The hike down the mountain
seemed to go a lot quicker than
the hike up. I think this is because
we all knew that most of the hard
work was done and that next we
would be doing our abseil which
we were all looking forward to. It
was a calm but slightly cloudy day
so the views were amazing going
down the mountain. When we
reached the abseil the first group
hadn’t finished yet. I was in charge

of the school camera so I took
pictures of everyone at the top of
the abseil and then magnificent
views from there. I took the majority of the pictures from the

trip but of course got others to
take a few of me along the way.
The abseil was approximately
90ft and everyone got down
quite quickly and efficiently. At
the bottom there were canoes
and a large lake. We divided
three people into each canoe
and we made our way across
the lake to the campsite that
Caitríona had chosen for us.
The lake was very still and so
we completed this task with
little or no hassle. When we
reached our campsite we all
unloaded our rucksacks and
decided what we would do
next. I was late afternoon so
the boys said that they would
take on the task of erecting the
tents while Lisa, Clódagh and I
took on the job of cooking in
return. This worked really well
for us as a group because everyone worked together as a
team and we got everything
done without any trouble. After
our dinner of Pasta Carbonara
we decided to try and get the
campfire started before it got
too dark and too cold. This is
where we ran into some difficulties… we had brought with
us a few firelighters to be safe
so some of the boys went off in
search of light dry twigs to
start it off and some additional
firewood to what we had
brought. Each time we lit the
fire we thought it was going
well and eventually it would die.
We got so fed up with it but
had to persevere because if we
didn’t get the fire started we
would simply have to go to
sleep because it would be too
cold to stay outside and chat.
When we were down to our
very last firelighter I was literal-
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ly blue with the cold. I was on
the phone to Cora in the other
camp and discovered that they
were also having trouble with
their campfire. We halved our
last firelighter and crossed everything possible in the hopes

that it would work this time, and
with the help of Caitríona it finally did. We were so relieved we
all huddled around it together
and we took out our digestive
biscuits and marshmallows. It
was such a good night of laughter and playing games and snacking on our smores. By the time
we got to sleep we were exhausted from our day of hiking
and we knew that we had to be
up early the next morning to
make it back to the centre and
have time to shower before returning home.
DAY 5: We slept in a bit the next
morning because we were so
tired so when we did get up we
were rushing to pack everything
and start on our hike home. It
had rained through the night but
thankfully we had all marked out
our tents correctly so none of us
got wet. Once we had everything
organised and packed away and
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the campsite was just as we found
it, we started on our journey
home. Although a much shorter
journey than our journey there, it
required more concentration because the grass and rocks were
very slippery from the rain and so
we had to be careful not to fall
and hurt ourselves. Because we
didn’t have time to eat a significant breakfast, by the time we got
back to the centre an hour or so
later we were all starving and dying for a hot shower. We couldn’t
wait to reunite with the rest of
our class and share our experiences. We went into a meeting
room with Caitríona and filled
out an evaluation on our 5 day
Explorer Course and this really
helped us all to realise how far we
had come and progressed as a
group in the short period of time.
The bus journey home was filled
with laughter and reminiscing on
our week and although we had
great fun, we were all excited to
go home into our own beds and
sleep.
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This experience is one that I will
cherish forever and was definitely
one of the highlights of our Transition Year. It brought us all closer
as a group and although we may
have drove each other insane at
times, we benefited from all the
teamwork and group activities
and most importantly we enjoyed
ourselves.
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Spectroscopy in a
Suitcase
The Royal Society of Chemistry and
Science Foundation Ireland’s Spectroscopy in a Suitcase scheme is an outreach activity which gives school students the chance to learn about spectroscopy through hands-on experience.
As well as covering the principles of
spectroscopic techniques, the activities
use real-life contexts to demonstrate
the applications of the techniques. The
kits are hosted by Universities and
events are delivered by University staff
and students, so have a strong emphasis on encouraging school pupils to
consider studying chemistry and the
career opportunities available. The
scheme is free of charge, with no costs
involved for the schools. We are linked
with UCC and so 3 people came from
Cork
to give
us the
2 hour
workshop.
On the 2nd of March 2017 our science
teachers organised that we have the
Spectroscopy in a Suitcase workshop. I
was really interested in this from the
moment Ms. Barry told us about this as
I love chemistry and want to pursue a
career in it. Dr Trevor Carey from
UCC and his two assistants arrived and
set up the equipment they had brought
with them in the school’s laboratory. It
was very handy that they brought all
the apparatus with them. It was incredible to see the size of the portable UV
Spectrometer and IR Spectrometer as
we were expecting something much
larger. The workshop began with a brief
talk from Dr. Trevor Carey where he
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outlined the basics of UV and IR Spectroscopy for us. Following this he spoke
about how the workshop would run and
what we would be doing during it. The
class was split up into three groups, each
one being supervised by one of the facilitators. The groups worked in rotation
around the lab and each was kept occupied with difference tasks which ranged
from running UV spectra, preparing solutions etc. We were allowed to run UV
and IR spectrum which is an exceptional
opportunity for us as second level students.
The workshop forms a murder mystery
activity: a body has been found in a lab,
and we had to identify the unknown
chemicals found in the vicinity of her
body, including a mystery medicine
found beside her. In part we used the
UV spectrometer to work out the concentration of the mystery medicine in
the victim’s blood plasma. Finally we
read
and
analyzed
statements
and mass
spectrometry data to
arrive at a
conclusion
about what
caused our victim’s death, and who the
most likely perpetrator would be.
The UV Spectrometer measures the
quantitative value of a liquid. In our case
we were using ‘the victim’s blood’. We
prepared a series of calibration standards by measuring the absorbance of
known concentrations, and used this data to make draw straight-line graph. We
used this to determine the absorbance
of the unknown concentrations in the
victim’s blood plasma.
The IR Spectrometer measures the
qualitative value of a powder. In our case
we used paracetamol, ibuprofen and aspirin. Once we prepared our samples
TRÍONA CURRAN

we
took
them to the
IR
Spect r o m e t e r,
recorded its
spectrum
following
simple onscreen
instructions,
and analyzed
the
key
peaks. We
then compared these
to the spectrum given
to us which
was of the
white powder found beside the body and determined what the drug was.
TY

From this workshop we got the invaluable experience with instruments which
otherwise might never be available to

us, unless we go on to study chemistry in college. We all really enjoyed it
and the people leading the workshop
were very friendly.
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School Bank
In business class this year our
teacher Mr Flynn decided for
us to run a school bank this
year in conjunction with
Bank of Ireland. To prepare
for this we all had to make
CVs for ourselves and also
participate in an interview
with the Bank of Ireland staff
to determine who would get
the positions available. The
positions
were
Bank
Manager,
Sales
and
Marketing
Managers,
Customer Service Officials
and Auditing Specialist. We
learned about these different
roles and what part they play
in the successful running of a
bank and we all picked one or
more that we would apply
for. The interview was really
good practice for the future
when we will be applying for
our own jobs as it was
conducted
in
a
very
professional manner.
About a week later we were
told our positions. Cora was
appointed Bank Manager,
Cian and I were the Sales and
Marketing
Managers,
Mairead,
Shane
Donovan
and Keith were the Customer
Service Officials and Jack
Parker was given Auditing
Specialist.
After we picked a date to
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launch the bank, we wrote a
letter to give out to the whole
school outlining the benefits of
having a bank account, what
services the bank provides and
where and when the school
would take place. We also
wrote a specific letter for 3rd
year students regarding the
potential school trip to Washington next year when they
are in 5th year. This trip will
be expensive and so saving
early would be key to ensure
they could all afford the trip
of a lifetime. We launched the
bank in the social area on the
17th of November at lunchtime
and received an overwhelming response from the students
with over 60 applicants on
our very first day.
From then on, every Thursday
at lunchtime Shane Enright,
the Kerry footballer who
works with Bank of Ireland,
came to the school and we
opened the school bank, always busy accepting lodgements from students. Our aim
was to open 100 accounts as if
we achieved this each student
who had opened an account
would get a free trip to a
Munster rugby match in Thomand
Park.
Finally
we
reached our goal in March,
and on the 15th of April a number of us travelled top
Thomand Park with Mr Flynn
and Ms McKenna to watch
TRÍONA CURRAN

Munster play Ulster in the
Guinness Pro12. This was a
great day out as we got free
burgers in the stadium and
Munster won on a score line
of 22-20.
TY

Overall the bank offered great
opportunities for us and the
students alike. We learned organisational,

interpersonal

and financial skills from the
experience and most of all we
enjoyed it.
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Medicine Correspondence
Course
This year I have been participating in a
Transition Year Correspondence
Course run by the Centre for Talented
Youth Ireland in conjunction with Dublin City University. CTYI offer fiver correspondence courses for students in
TY. These include Creative Writing,
Cutting Edge Science, Legal Studies,
Medicine and Psychology. The idea behind these courses is to give transition
year students a deeper insight into the
career path that they wish to follow. I
chose Medicine as my correspondence
course as I have always wanted to
work in a hospital and the Medicine
course
aims
to
introduce
students
to
the
b r o a d
knowledge
base that
is required
to study Medicine.
I applied for the course in November
and received an email from the Residential Coordinator for CTYI in DCU
in December with information about
my course such as my assignments,
deadlines, tips and the rules. Each assignment is based on a different topic
in medicine and this is so upon completing the course the student will have
a broad knowledge of the main issues
in medicine.
My first assignment due in the start of
January was based on Cardiovascular
Disease and provided me with a case
study. As it was my first assignment the
idea of writing an essay on a topic I
knew very little on to begin with
seemed quite daunting. However there
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were assignment hints, aims and recommended reading given with each assignment so as to make it as simple as possible a process for the student while still
carrying out independent work. From
completing this assignment I now know
the signs and symptoms a patient having
a heart attack would have, I understand
how atherosclerosis occurs and risk factors for the disease and I also know
how the disease develops in the body
The second assignment, due in early
February, was about Respiratory Diseases and required me to compare two
case studies on Pulmonary Fibrosis and
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease. I learned a lot from completing
this assignment such as what symptoms
to look out for when taking respiratory
history from a patient, the different examination techniques used to evaluate
lung function and the key difference between Pulmonary Fibrosis and COPD.
The third assignment was on Organ Donation and this has been my favourite
one so far as the discussion regarding
the issue has so many valid arguments
for both sides. The assignment required
me to write an essay to answer the
question ‘Do you think the Irish system
for organ donation is fit for purpose?’
This was so broad and gave the students
the freedom to come from whatever
angle we wanted. I now have a better
understanding of the current system for
organ donation in Ireland and know its
benefits and pitfalls from comparing it to
that of a different country. I can now also identify ways in which we could improve the Irish system and increase the
much needed organs donated.
Assignment number four was on Diabetes Mellitus, commonly referred to as
just Diabetes. Diabetes comes in two
forms, type 1 and type 2 and I now understand how the two are developed,
the consequences of the diseases, how
they are treated and recognise diabetic
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emergencies.
My most recent assignment completing
was based on Cancer. We could choose
between the most common types of
cancer in Ireland and discuss them.
These are colorectal cancer, lung cancer,
breast cancer and prostate cancer. I
found this really interesting as we all
have a vested interest in the topic as
cancer
h a s
touched
the lives
of
so
m a n y
people in
o u r
country. I
chose to do my assignment on breast
cancer and now have a better understanding on how it comes about, the
symptoms and how it is treated.
The final assignment in my course is on
Ethics in Medicine and is due in early
May. This will be the most morally challenging assignment but a very important
one as difficult calls have to be made in
medicine all the time regarding treatment paths, etc. and it is very important
that you are confident in the decision
you have made and can defend it in any
given situation.
Although I have not fully completed the
course yet I feel it taught me not just
the pathophysiology behind the diseases
but also the signs and symptoms of
common diseases and the steps involved in diagnosing and managing a patient. It has also taught me useful skills
such as autonomous researching and
referencing in essays. Upon completing
each assignment feedback was emailed
back to me about a week after from my
tutor. This feedback was very helpful and

encouraging as the tutor highlighted
each assignments strong and weak
points while giving tips for future assignments without actually grading
them. I love the course and would
recommend it for anyone doing Transition Year next year with an interest
in a career in Medicine.
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Orientation Day
Orientation Day happened on our
very first day as a Transition Year
student. The aim for this day was
that we would get to know each
other, work on our team building
skills and also to bond together as

a group. This day was also to help
us to settle into the life of a Transition Year student.
We all met up in the prefab where
we would stay for the day.
Throughout the day we filled in
many hand-outs, some of which
were done as part of a group and
some done individually. We
played games which Ms O’ Mahony referred to as ‘ice-breaker
challenges’ which are played to
try to make everyone feel comfortable. Ms Barry came in to talk
to us about a competition which
we are entering called ‘BT Young
Scientist’ and she spoke to us
about the closing date and also
told us to begin generating our
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ideas. Then Ms Leahy came in to
speak to us about the physical side
of Transition Year and spoke to us
about the programme we participate in called ‘Couch 2 5k’ and told
us when we would be completing
the park run in Tralee.
We played many games including

building a house of cards. We filled
out a questionnaire which asked us
‘why we did transition year’ and
‘what do you want to get out of
transition year’. We then kept
those sheets so that we can review
on them throughout the year. Billy
Donegan came in to inform us that
we would be doing a film instead
of a play this year and we wrote
down our favourite movies, what
movie we saw last, what genre of
film do we like and also how we
like to watch movies- i.e. in cinema
or at home. We then divided into
groups according to our film interests and began to think of ideas for
our movie.
We learned a lot about what was
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involved in making our movie and
how to go about writing our very
own script. We learned about the
various projects Ms O’ Mahony has
entered us in throughout the year,
from this we also learned the
amount of work, time and effort
was needed to be put in by everyone throughout the year of T.Y. We
learned about the activity reports
that we must fill in every time we
go on a trip or any time we have a
guest in with us.
Overall it was a very good day and
very beneficial. It helped us a lot to
bond with one another and to
work on our team building skills. I
felt it was good when Ms O’ Mahony told us about our trips ahead
as it got us excited for the year
and eager for work. The only way
this
d a y

could
have
been better is if we got to do team
work involving sport.
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C25K
At the start of Transition Year Ms
Leahy told us about a fitness and
health module called ʻCouch 2 5kmʼ
that we were going to participate in.
it was compulsory so we had to complete the 5km but we didnʼt mind and
we are a very sporty class. We did
this as a group and our task was to
finish the 5km in any time but ideally
to run it all. We all then had to ensure
we had proper shoes for training as it
would be better for our feet as they
had more support. We all them on
the first day, Ms Leahy did a fitness
test with us. We were put into pairs
which we picked ourselves per our
abilities. I was with Cora. This was so
one person could time the other one
as they did I. the fitness test was
where we had to run or walk around
the sports field for 12 minutes. Our
partner then recorded number of
laps. Then it was there turn to run
and we had to record them. The average of the class was about 5/7
laps which was extremely good as
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we are a very active bunch. On the
next P.E. class, we were all told to
download the ʻC25Kʼ app on our
phones. The app was vital as it
tracked our own personal progress
and it also called out when to slow
down, walk or run with its useful audio. This really helped us along the
way. The course is a 9-week module.
We first started with walking for 1min
and then running for 30 seconds. This
was repeated 5 times. This had to be
done 3 times a week. We did it on
Tuesday and Friday and then on a
Sunday at home. From here we kept
building it up using the app until we
could run 5km without walking any of
it. At the start if the nine weeks some
found it easier. The route we ran at
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school was starting at the sports hall,

an email was sent to you of your

up the hill to the busses, down to the

time as it was the most efficient

roundabout, up past the prefab and

way for the organisers to keep eve-

back to the sports hall. This was a

ryoneʼs time. After the run, Cora

very versatile course as it had uphill,

and I went to the Roast House for a

downhill and flat terrain. Ms Leahy

well-earned treat for breakfast.

told us to wear our school polo shirt
when running to show we are representing the school. Because of the
uphill we had during training we knew
that the 5k on the day would be easi-

We all participated in this as a team
and we all did the right training for
this which made Ms Leahy job easier and helped a lot in us completing the 5km.

er for us as it was all flat ground. We
set a date for the run for the first Sat-

By doing this we really got an in-

urday in October. We decided to do it

sight into how much fitness can

in Tralee Town Park in accordance

change your mood and make you

with the ʻparkrunʼ events that happen

happy by clearing the head.

once a week all over the country. We
all met up outside the museum at 9
so we would have enough time for
stretches before the run at 9:30. Ms
Leahy was there with us on the day to
cheer us on. Mr Cournane, Ms Barry,
Mark, Billy, and a few others. We each
had a barcode and we all set off at
9:30am. We had 3 laps to run of the
park and we were done. We all completed the 5km together and had a
great time doing it! At the finishing
line, you scanned your barcode and
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Banna Gym and
Leisure Centre
Before Christmas Ms Leahy
informed all the transition years that we would
be going to Banna gym and
leisure centre on a Friday
morning from 9 to 11 o
clock. We would be doing
three activities each day
which were gym where we
would be working with the
bikes and other machines
and also the weights machines like the leg press.
We were also doing a spin
class every morning which
was a tough session on the
bicycles where we would
have to cycle up to speeds
of 140 rotations per minute at gears of up to
eighteen. After
that
we
would get
s o m e
time
i
n
the

pool
where
w
e
could have
some
fun
swimming and playPage 24

ing around and messing. Before we started doing the
gym spin and swim in Banna
we had a class of P.E. on a
Tuesday afternoon and 2
classes of P.E. on a Friday
morning after a class of
English. To get the full
use out of the visit to the
gym the Tuesday class of
pen was moved to Friday
morning so that we had
three classes and the English class was then on a
Tuesday afternoon. We would
have to pay five euro for
entry into the gym every
week which we all felt was
a very fair price. The
first week we left on the
bus from the school at nine
in the morning and when we
got to Banna we all paid
our fiver before we went
into the dressing
room
a n d
got

changed.
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After that we were told
that there would be no
spinning class the first
week as we had no instructor so new had some extra
time in the gym and the
pool. We all enjoyed our
first week there as we did
a load of different things.
We did a few different circuits and had a bit of time
on the machines which were
good as they could be adjusted to whatever weight
we wanted and this meant
not

week. The next week we
went to the gym and leisure centre and were informed that this week we
would indeed be doing the
spinning.
We
were
all
looking forward to this
but then when we started
doing it we couldn’t wait
for it to be over. It was
a
tough
gruelling
20
minutes
where
we
went
from the lowest gears to
the highest and then from
speeds of 60 rpm up to

everyone had to do the
same. When we went to the
pool we went for a bit of a
swim and then we got a few
balls and played a few
games and had great fun.
After a few minutes in the
pool we went back to the
dressing
rooms
and
got
changed and dried ourselves
and had a shower. When we
got back on the bus to head
back
to
school
we
all
couldn’t wait for the next

150 rpm and then after
that we would do a bit
where you weren’t allowed
to even sit on the seat
of the bike and so had to
stand and do it. After
that we headed up to do
our gym and then out to
the pool. We did this
every week and so by the
end of the few weeks we
were doing it for we felt
much fitter and stronger
all round.
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Sister Act
For the last couple of years the third
and fifth year music classes and the

Transition Years and music students
get the opportunity to go to a musical in the Bord Gáis Energy Theatre
in Dublin. The previous years we
went to see Mary Poppins and we
were amazed by the performance
so when I found out I would get the
opportunity to go again this year I
was very excited. This year the musical would be Sister Act.
We were told about the musical in
September and that if we paid €30
each it would cover our tickets and
the bus. On the 16th of November
we had to go to school at 6 o’clock
in the morning. We headed for DubPage 26

lin and got there at half 10 and had
to be at the theatre for half 11. So as
we drove through the city Ms
McNamara went to the front of the
bus and picked up the microphone
then started telling us about the

landmarks we were passing. This
was interesting for the foreign students even though Miss McNamara
didn’t have all her facts right so it
was very entertaining for everyone
else.
When we eventually made it to the
Bord Gáis Theatre there were many
other schools and our two teachers
tried to get all fifty students to take
a picture. After five or ten minutes
they finally got a picture and then
they gave us our tickets. We went
inside and found our seats and
bought some snacks. We were towards the back in the middle of the
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row.
When the show started we were
amazed by the talent on stage and
the incredible props and background. Somehow they managed to
change a night club into a church in
less than twenty seconds. Throughout the show the singing and dancing was perfect and all the instruments were played by the people on
stage. By the end of the show we all
wanted to get up and dance.
When it finished we made our way
outside and waited for everyone to
show up. I was one of the first people outside and everyone else took
their time so when we started walking back to the bus I was very cold.
We weren’t too sure where the bus
was so we followed the teachers,
we walked to where the bus
dropped us off but it wasn’t there so
we called the bus driver and he told
us where he was. So fifty students
and
two
teachers
walked
for
t w e n t y
m i n u t e s
through Dublin in rush
hour and we
weren’t too
sure
where
we were going. But even-

tually we found the bus and made
it home.
I learned more about the hard
work that goes into a large production and the standards that are
in Ireland. This also gave us ideas
as to what we could do with our
own musical.
I was delighted to have been able
to experience this great musical.
The people on stage had clearly
put in a lot of hard work for their
costumes, dancing and singing
and all this hard work really paid
off because the musical was
amazing. I am delighted to have
seen a musical preformed professionally in the Bord Gáis theatre
and would love to go again.
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Conclusion
When I chose to participate in Transition Year it was very late in 3rd Year. I
opted for T.Y. because I felt that a break from the pressure of exams and studying would help me to get a better idea of my career choice after school.
From my experience of T.Y. I feel that I have developed skills and have been
given opportunities that I otherwise wouldn't have been able to do.
Cappanalea at the start of the year really helped us all to bond and work efficiently as a team. This was definitely the highlight of my year.
T.Y. also gave me the opportunity to develop musically as I had more freedom to do independent work. I have progressed so much this past year with
my instruments and this will benefit me next year as I am choosing music as
a Leaving Cert subject.
In November I got very ill and was admitted to hospital. This resulted in me
being

unable to participate in my lead role in the school musical. I was be-

yond gutted but from this I have learned that you can’t do everything and
you have to look after your health first. T.Y. gave me the freedom to recover
fully without the added stress of exams. Although I did miss some of my
classmates’ highlights of the year such as the first work experience block and
the musical, I have developed in many other ways throughout the year.
I have developed interpersonal and organizational skills and these I feel have
been prominently from participating in the school bank.
All in all I feel T.Y. has broadened my mindset in relation to both school and
life itself and I am a happier, more confident person because of it. I am now
looking forward to 5th year and beginning my studies and am excited to put
the many skills I have learned into practice.

